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TOMATOES
Outlook

Tropical Storm Eta is taking Florida tomato supplies away leading into Thanksgiving pull. Demand has
exerted extreme pressure on too few supplies. In Mexico, less than ideal weather during the growing
cycle has caused this winter tomato supply area to be running 3-4 weeks behind the usual starting time
frame. The next 7 weeks will be challenging (as it seems every November and December) due to
weather. Be prepared for few supplies and high prices until Mexico can get started early January.

Round, Roma and Vine Ripe Tomatoes
Baja California: There are limited volumes of round and roma tomatoes crossing through San Diego.
Excessive heat the past two months stressed many of the fields. This has both reduced volume and
impacted quality standards that will allow the importation of tomatoes into the U.S. The market has
been higher as well. Expecting Holiday demand to set in next week on limited supplies. Better supply
volume from other regions could impact this market.

Expect supplies to remain limited until central Mexico’s season starts (end of December). Demand
exceeds supplies. Watch for more weather to see how this affects the market.
Florida: This week Florida is starting to recover from last week’s Tropical Storm Eta. Certain growing
areas saw up to 12”-14” of rain and sustained winds. This will most likely impact yields and quality as they
re-enter these fields to begin harvest. Pricing continue to trend higher for the best quality available.
Should see a return to normalcy by mid-December barring any further unexpected weather events.
Nogales: One shipper receiving light volume on vine ripe tomatoes. Quoting in the higher prices for the
few available tomatoes. The very first pallets of romas begging to show up. As usual, Nogales will
become a primary supply point for winter tomato supplies starting late December/early January.

Organic Romas

Conventional & Organic TOVs

We have good availability and the market is strong.
Waiting to see if the organic market holds the
strong demand or comes down like the
conventional.

Organic Beefsteaks

Conventional TOV volume is plentiful with good
quality and aggressive pricing. Good opportunity
for promotions during the holiday season.
Organic TOV also have good supply along with
strong demand. Pricing has remained steady in
the high teen range.

Demand is strong with limited supplies available
every week.

Heirlooms

Grape, Cherry and Medley Tomatoes
Supplies for grape tomatoes are increasing,
however cherries and medleys are extremely
short for the next couple of weeks

Organic heirlooms are gapping until midDecember. Conventional heirloom supply is down
as well. California crop on organic heirlooms is
done and the transition into Baja and Central
Mexico is still 2-3 weeks away. Conventional
volume is down substantially in California due to
cooler weather. Markets remain strong due to less
volume available. Baja and Central Mexico crop
should begin late December.

SOFT SQUASH, EGGPLANT
& CUCUMBERS
Organic Soft Squash
Hermosillo has started with volume.

Organic Eggplant
Light volume has started out of Culiacan.

Organic Hot House Cucumbers
Light volume has started out of Culiacan.

Organic Slicer Cucumbers
Good volume from Baja as well as from Hermosillo.

ORGANIC HARD SQUASH
California squashes are done for the season. Good
supplies out of Mexico on acorn, butternut and
spaghetti. Kabocha squash is gapping until the
end of November. Limited delicata squash
available out of Mexico.

RUSSET POTATOES
Prices have continuously stayed steady. Storage
crop is exclusively being shipped and is showing
great to excellent quality with steady supply. All
product has completed the sweat process.

Persian Cucumbers
Good supplies on both conventional and organic
Persian Cucumbers out of Mexico. Good time to
promote!

Conventional Soft Squash
Market is day to day; cold weather has affected
supply and availability.

Cucumbers
Market is day to day; cold weather has affected
supply and availability.

TROPICALS

ONIONS

Pineapple
Promotable volumes on conventional this week
and going into Thanksgiving from Costa Rica.
Demand is low.

Mango
Plenty of volume coming in from Ecuador; sizes
9/10/12s.

ORGANIC APPLES
Good volume and promotional opportunities on
Washington apples

California is done. PNW is going into storage on all
onions now. Promotable volumes on Reds,
Sweets and Yellows. White Onions are extremely
short as many are going to export to Mexico.
Trucking also remains short and expensive in the
NW, which is increasing prices.

CHILES
California is done. Nogales and Baja have started
so there is plenty of product available.

CITRUS
Organic Valencias
California Valencia is in limited supply. Sizing is
peaking on 113/88/138ct which is perfect for
bags. Industry is limited on 72/56ct throughout
October.

Organic Grapefruit
California and Mexico Rio Red Grapefruit has
started. Supplies are limited on 40ct and larger
and is peaking on the smaller side, 48/56/64.

Conventional Navels
Import season is done, and the industry will
transition completely into new California crop.
Early reports are that California’s new crop is off a
few weeks compared to typical years and should
be up and going over the next few weeks. Sizing
will peak on the smaller side 88/113ct with
increasing supplies on 72ct and larger.

Conventional Valencias
California has limited supply during the rest of
November and will transition to Mexico for the
winter.

Conventional Lemons

Organic Lemons
Mexico is winding down throughout the rest of
November and will make way for industry
transition to California.
Large Fancy fruit
(75/95ct) volume is increasing, mid to smaller
sizes is in good supplies (115/140/165/200ct).

Organic Minneola
Next crop will be California mid-December 2020.

Organic Navels
Next crop will be California late November.

Import volume continues to wind down out of
Mexico and Chile throughout the rest of
November and make way for the transition back
into California new crop in December.

Conventional Limes
Volume is very short due to cold weather
therefore demand is very high.

Conventional Grapefruit
Industry has transitioned to new crop out of
Texas.

BERRIES
Strawberries
Demand is very good. Quality is improving, but
cold temps are hampering production, which is
driving pricing up. November typically has some
rain events and potential freeze events, so we will
all be watching for this. Central Mexico is also
experiencing cold temps, so they are seeing lighter
than expected volumes as well. Market pricing
looks like it will be strong for the foreseeable
future. Call your Berry representative or email
berries@vegfresh.com for price and availability
requests.

Blueberries
Steady
supply
of
offshore
blueberries.
Conventional market is in the high teens and,
organic is in the high twenty-dollar price range.
We should see increased volume towards the
end of the month as fruit from Argentina/Chile
hits the market

BELL PEPPERS
Organic Mini Sweet Peppers
Limited volume, and prices are high due to
lower than expected yields

Organic Colored Bells
Mexico will be gapping till the end of
December

Organic Green Bells
Mexico has started with limited volume

Conventional Red Bells & Green Bells
Coachella has just started therefore more
volume is available for the next couple of
weeks.

BRUSSELS, BEANS & SNAP PEAS
Conventional Brussels
Machine harvest; we have good volumes

Organic Green Beans
California is finished. Expect demand to increase
for Thanksgiving pull with very limited to no
volume due to quality issue from weather.

Organic Brussels
With cooler nights and shorter days, growing
conditions and quality have improved from Baja.
Demand is expected to increase by the end of
November for Thanksgiving pulls.

Organic Snap Peas
We are year-round in Baja. Quality is a struggle due
to recent heat waves, frost and rain.

